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Cold· Weekend
-Causes $800,000
In U. Damages.

~~~· '":$.

Photo by Wendell T. Hunt

Clean~Up

·Begins

Workmen from the UNM physical plant began to remove some of the protest slogans
yesterday which were spray painted on b1Jildings and facades around the campus on Nov.
22. The major emphasis of the action is to use solvents which lighten the letters, thereby
making the slogans Jess visible. The University intends to spray over. the remains of the
. words during warmer w~ather. Sections of buildings and walls will have to be repainted to
blend with paint presently on the structures.

New Mexico

DAILY
Tuesday, November30, 1976

By Dolores Wood
Damage done by water leaks in at least nine UNM buildings will
probably cost about $800,000 to repair, said Floyd Williams, director of
the ~M physical plant. The damage is not covered by insurance, he said ..
· "We started working on cleaning up the stuff today, but it will be about
two weeks before we know how much stuff needs to be repaired," he said.
The University is not insured for accidental pipe leaks. This is because
state institutions try to insure themselves whenever possible, said Anthony
Hillerman, assistant to the University's president. "The probabilities of
· damage make it pay off to cover yourself. I don't think any of the state institutions have that kind of insurance."
The high winds caused the dampers that separate the cold weather from
the pipes to open, Williams said. These dampers allow fresh air in when air
conditioning is used-in the summer, but the dampers are closed in the winter. "We were in pretty good shape until the temperature reached about 10
degrees. Then the pipes began to freeze."
Thermostats were turned down to 58 degrees to conserve energy during
the holidays. Williams said it was possible that this reduction could have
caused the leaks, but he said he doubted it.
Damages. were reported yesterday in Johnson Gym, the football
stadium, the UNM Personnel Department building, Marron Hall, Zimmerman library and the Fine Arts Annex.
Damages not reported to police Sunday were in the dental hygiene
building, the computer center and the UNM Press.
Classes were canceled in the dental hygiene building yesterday because
there was no heat. The classes are expected to be held today, a spokesman
for dental hygiene said.
In the computer center, leaks were found in the room over the keypunch
machines, over the computer terminals and over one of the halls, said
Stoughton Bell, director of the computing center.
"The leaks put the keypunch machines out of business for all of today. I
don't know ifthey are damaged permanently," he said. He said it might
cost several thousand dollars to repair the damage.
In the UNM Press, damage was done to several thousand dollars worth
of books, said Ulric Patrick, the auxiliary accounting supervisor.

Officers Legal in Back~ng Candidates
Says ASUI\IM Attorney General
'

By Ruth S. lntress
The ASUNM president and vice
president did not violate the
ASUNM Constitution by endorsing
candidates in the fall general
election two weeks ago, said
ASUNM Attorney General Brian
Sanderoff yesterday.
Sanderoff, who was requested to
make an advisory opinion by
Senator-elect P.M.
DuffeyIngrassia, said, "The president and
vice president hold a symbolic
position on the Elections Commission. With the exception of
certification, they have no actual
powers or responsibilities, They
shall be free to publicly endorse or
assist the candidates of their
choice."
Ingrassia's request for an attorney general's opinion was
prompted by ASUNM President
Damon Tobias and Vice President
Dorothy Davidson taking active
parts in endorsement sessions
before the election two weeks ago.
Sanderoff said in the opinion
that the other five members of the
Election Commission "must
remain impartial at all" times. The·
· regular members shall not publicly
endorse·or assist the candidacy of

any individual."
Sanderoff said it would be advisabl'e to totally divorce the
president and vice president from
the election process. He suggested
that the ASUNM Student Court
· become the sole body in certifying
election results. To do this,
however, would require that a
constitutional amendment be
passed.
Tobias said after the opinion \\'as
released, "The attorney general's
opinion is clearcut and the con-

r; }..._

stitution is specific. I think there are
more constructive things for
senators to do than use the
executive branch for political target
practice.''
Ingrassia said, "I suggested to
Sanderoff to have the Student
Court certify elections. I think it is
an excellent idea to have the
president and vice president out of
the election process." Ingrassia
Photo by Wendell T. Hunt
would not say, however, if she
Water-damaged books and papers from the UNM Press
plans to take the opinion before the
were
discarded yesterday.
Student Court.

$70,000 Price Too High

Davis' House. Facelift Canceled

Brian Sanderoff

Health
·Center
Has
Vaccine
'
.
For U. High-Risk Students
The Student Health Center has r!!ceived "limited quantities" of swine
flu vaccine for students in the high-risk category, said Dr. Joseph Beres,
associate director of the Student Health Center in a memo to the LOBO.
The Health Center Immunization and Allergy Clinic will also be ad•
ministering the vaccine to students who may be in the high-risk category
due to chronic disease or condition.
The Health Center was informed that all individuals under 25 years of
age "have been found to have inadequate antibody levels after receiving
only a single dose of the flu vaccine." The Health Center, therefore,
requests that all students in this category should bring their flu immunization card to the Health Center and get the booster shot 4 weeks after the date of their first inoculation.
UNM staff, faculty and studel)ts who are not high-risk and did not
receive their shots at the recent public health clinics will also be able to
receive their vaccination at the Health Center or public community clinics
which will soon be scheduled.

..

By Rebekah Szymanski
The nearly $70,000 worth o(
renovations that were expected to
have been done on UNM President
William Davis' residence on
campus have been canceled, Tony
Hillerman, assistant to University's
president, said Monday.
Hillerman .said Davis told him
when the. bids were first" received,
the lowest bid was "substantially
more than what he had expected."
(Bids were received Oct. 29) .•
He said Davis had then informed
John Perovich, the vice president
for business and finance, that the
renovations would not be done.
"I presume Perovich told
Hooker," Hillerman said.
Van Dorn Hooker is the
University architect who is in
charge of all campus planning. He
said yesterday he had not been told
that the renovations had been
canceled.
The two construction companies
which bid on the renoyations had
also not been contacted as of
yesterday afternoon.
Renovations would have included: remodeling the garage into
a family room, construction of a
walled outdoor terrace and work

.. one on the outdoor portal,
plumbing, heating and cabinets.
The two companies which bid for
the renovations were: Weaver
Construction Company, for
$69,917 and John R. Lavis General
Construction for $75,565.
,Both companies , were from
Albuquerque.
The plAns for the renovations
were drawn by McHugh-Kidder-

Wright Architects of Santa Fe. Van
Dorn Hooker said it cost the
University $5,000 for the plans to
be drawn.
Hillerman said because the
renovations had been canceled
some alternatives were being looked
into. "He (Davis) wants to level the
floor in the garage for his kids to
play on, or at least something that
won't cost as much."
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Photo by Phyllis Kushner

The Un~versity President's House
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Aller college. what will I do7
Tllat'a a question a lot of young
people ask them- 1t1ese
da~.

But a two-year Air FO«:e ROTC
scholarship can help provide the
answers, Successful compJelion
or the program gets you an Air
Force commission along with an
••cetlent slllrtlng salary, a challenging Job, promotion opportunities, and a secure future with
a modem Air Force. H you ha...,
two 8Cademlc )'IOIU8 remaining,
• find out today about the two-year
Air FOfCe ROTC Scholarship
Program. Irs a great way to MfVtl
your country and a great way to
help pay lor your college education.

Inquire at:

Department of
Aerospace Studies
1901los lomas, 277-4230

Mexican Peasants Take Over Land
DURANGO,
Mexico
(UP I)-Land-hungry peasants took
651,300 acres of crop and grazing
land from large landowners in this
northern cattle-raising state
Monday-the largest property
invasion in recent Mexican history.
Restless after years of unfulfilled
government
promises
to
r~istribute large ranches, agrarian
leaders said the)' were not waiting
umil the six-year administration of
President Luis Echeverria ends
Wednesda)'.
The peasants erected squatter
camps to claim more than 100
square miles of land, in parcels that
ranged in size from 93,353 acres to
8,684 acres.
Three propenies owned by two
U.S. citizens were taken over by the

peasants, led by the Durango State
"We who pressured most for strike to get back their land.
Workers' and Farmers' Federation. application of the Agrarian Reform Landowners in the Paci fie coast
Rep. Bob Krueger, D-Tex., said Law in southern Sonora were the state of Sinaloa have said they will
in Mexico City that landowners and most discriminated against,'' a attempt to block the transfer of
campesinos (peasants), split over spokesman said.
29,309 acres of choice croplands to
the land expropriation issue, have
The front, however, advised the peasants.
contributed to a national mood of peasants to rear,y their firearms "in
The properties of U.S. ·citizens
"slightly nervous anticipation" case the big landowners try to take taken Monday were La Rueda no. I
prior to the inauguration of Jose the land away from us."
. and no. 2, totaling 35,822 acres
Lopez Portillo as president.
Meanwhile, 74 of 650 landowners owned by John Armstrong and
"The country is still very divided affected by the takeover in Sonora Santa lnes, 84,669 acres owned by
over the actions a week ago by have said they will start a hunger William Henry.
incumbent President Echeverria,"
Krueger said, referring to the expropriation by peasants of 215,000
acres in Sonora state, which
borders Arizona.
In Sonora, the Independent
Farmers' Front said the federal
government had been unjust in
distributing the expropriated lands.
The group claimed it received a
minimal share of the land that was
By United Press International
parceled out to 8,837 heads of
familieS to be farmed collectively.

Search for Life Continues
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A film sho'Aing. an t);e-"'itness account of e-.ems
surrounding the Mexican Re\'olutioo \loiU be shov.n
Toes., Nm·, 30 at 7:30 and 9;30 p.m. in the SUB
theatre.

MtXJro Daily Lobo is published

Monday lhrough Fridar C:\'er)' regular week of
t~e'l'ninn:ity year and v.--c-d:l~· during the sum·
metsecion by Ihe Bo.ud of&udcnt Publ.io.tioiU
of tbe L'ni,~ily of l'o:ev.· ~kth..--o, and U. nol
financi:illr assoti:ued "Aitb UNM. Second class
JK!.Sfa.!;e paid at Albuquerque, New Me,ti~
S~lll. Suh5aiption r.ne is SIO.OO for the

A ~octureon the '"EadiCSt ~fan in the :Si!\\ World"
v.iU he- gi\en Tues., !'o\. 30at S p.m. in Biology Rm.
lilO.

;se3dankyt:M~

The opinions e.:\"p~sso.i on 1he editorial p.:~.B.es
a f The Dur{l' Lubo are !hose of the author soleh·.
l"nsip1ed opinion is th3t oft he editorial board Of
Tnt' Da:J;• Lobo. ~thing prin1cl io Tht fu:h
toOO nettS'Sarily repte$1:nlS the \-ic..,.s of th·~

u:ru, eniw oC NC"\~> ~ltxh-"0.

PASADENA, Calif.-Jet Propulsion Laboratory Monday announced a new project to search for intelligent life on other planets,
to begin on the heels of the Viking project's search for some form of
life on Mars.
·Don Bane of JPL said a project called SETI-Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence-will begin in October 1978 when scientists
start scanning radio signals across millions of. separate microwave
channels.
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AU Ne-w Et.!tlr:ta

French Guillotine Condemned

Central Mall
December 1, 1976 12 Noon
Sponsored by Student
Activities

Levi Pre Wash
Flares $9.99

BXBRA

STORE

266·7709 Mon·Sat 10·9 Sun 12·6
8117 Menaul NE •111 Harvard SE

r~"uationern:er,

Ba:u!elier Ean,toregis~er.

-\ud:1:o.ns !or th::Faru!n S.io'll. "!11 bt ~Icon .• !'o\.

19a~d

Tues •• S<)\, .;o,

l ~~~ S~un. "'~t: rnea T:.r:!S .• ~i.'l\. 3(1 at edD p.m.
m Rm. 2SO Sl:B. AEl cm~rs p~:2s.erome a: 6 p.m.
Tl':.:: aa;:~rr..ey f~">r ~~1PIRG v.1:i \!:s.:.uss PlRG~s
~a~~os:.:: aga:...'1~

Sc~;.:e ~br

1!-:e Fo-ren

:a OfC-r,:.oad

l-"Q!:.:). 'Th-! t.::~\: "':i be pat:()~ ~t:e ~~~.,~;.:a:n r:u~·s
c~::-:g Tees .• :So\. 30 a1 "":J.il r-rn. m 1he Readm,g
Roo~ofOrlega. Hall.
P1.1l:~ Cc!nrn:!~ee n::.et:~r.gTt:~ .• !'.o\. 30at 3 r.m.
3! C!:~a:::o Sm±~

ln!o:-oat! •.matt

meetitJg~

c~

L ~\! s;.;mr-:.er

t'!~,r.ar:::.s :...~ 'l2-.t:-~d ad G:=a.iatl.tara 1.1n \\d .• De-..::
J ::1 ~Oa_m. a..-:.S \:!~ Th:.crs.• Dr~. :!at 1•30 p.m. -a! ~!':-e
i:::~.at.:>:lal C"e:e.

J::ff"l"~ C~!':::~, 3: .:pa.:!;::.a~e Sj~:fen:, ~1!! Speak 0:'1
~s~ dff':.::s 1.'Yl" a:-o.l::a~g, -.i..sl Tees., No\. JO:a: 3:30
~·~-

L.., R.""< ;tr ..-,!~!!:efr...'"!ntu! E:~g::.~n~g B!.1g.

~.\t &-.;ha. A~s-t~o;. u.::J meet \\ed •• IX-~. 1 a: 8
L":l. R.~. ~~~~.!!~~-ron
t:t;H~ b.e_ ;,L<.,:~<>d

p.o.

O:rm. Piar.~ for \1e~

l \o;\f \IJ.::;~!:!C:l G~hc:~ulg 1-::1n:g~: T~.:es ..... .,., .
5-0a:- :.2;:- o L"'l Re.a.!:::s R.:_x.'-lo!'Or:efa HaJ
'lEt.~-\ fre5-:.::u. a v;,:o(ls!-:;:;-Q!) :~ ~:;:;:re~sc~n of
-Q·-'":=":~ TU!.'S ... :'\-,o\,_ 3-']l.c.1"'
~=.eO Ha':J.

-;om

t!)

R_~. ]~ttl

PARIS-The leading trade union of French magistrates, known for
its left-wing policies as the "Red Judges," has condemned the guillotine and asked the go,·ernment to abolish the death sentence.
The union, which criticized the regime of President Valery Giscard
D 'Estaing, voted its support to the political program of the communist-socialist opposition front seeking a socialist society in France.
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Texas Tech __

Boot Sale!··
MONJ\RI Rally
360S Ski Boot

Largest Potters Merchant
In The Southwest.
Distributors For All Major
Manufacturers.

Nebraska__

1006 Coronado Center 883·8128
"Dedicated To The Ski Spirit In Everyone"

......"'!!!!1!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!1!!!1!!!!!~~

Buy Now For Christmas
Miami __

Houston __

The

Reg. $21-$24

QuARTERS

Now $11.95

Georgia Boots

PAUtfiJrg
Wlrik-U-Wilii!

IQUORS

905YALESE

High Top Insulated

Reg. $27.95

GO
LOB OS

Many In Store
Specials
ISCOUNT

Fl t'Cli10:Il(l de Sllt Juana de Ia Cruz u. presen1ing
t';:m"'l:!f ·\ltrrn:lli\e~ fM t'h1.·anos. .Jt ~he (.'1.)mmumt.,
t'en1<:rt,n Jrd nnd Hruddme S\\ on Tm:!.., S:..i\ .. .\0 .it
..:Jll('.lll.

Green Bay__ Minnesota __

The Largest
Selection Of
Pts. & 1/2 Pts.
At
Reduced Prices

spe.lJ... nb~'IUI >:utrcnl \Iiddle f.rm ~ns.Js.

Houston, __

shop

Cleveland __

Now$15.00

2120 Central $.E.
243-6954

"Serving UNM For 30 Years"

302 Central SW
242-5055

I'

i

Hawaii, __

10% Discount On An·....
Wheel Or Kiln With Stu den\~

-\r.tt' ~1\ident~ arc pre:seming Dr. H<1ten Htnsiem lo

I

s4ooo
·

A One Stop Center For All
Your Ceramic Needs.

Lee & Levi Rugby Shirts

CRAB liCE l

Only

WINROCK & MONTGOMERY PLAZA

GIZMO
Store·

RID' KillS

Reg.55.00
Now

CERAMIC SUPPLY, INC.

Keeping It in the Family

RID

Baylor__

l

WASHINGTON-The Polish National Catholic Church is
se,·ering its 30-year-old sacramental relations with the Episcopal
Church because of the Episcopalian decision to ordain women as
priests, officials said Monday.

ON CONTACT I
There are places aYailable in se,·eral of our course offerinas
,.,, '•neluding Freshman Honors seminars, Freshman and Sophomore
GeneraiStudiesseminars (a113-credit hour courses), a.nd Cndergraduate Seminars (1-credit hour C.S.P. courses). Descriptions and book
lists are a\'ailable at the Honors Center, Humanities Building. west
wing, ground floor- or call ext. 2201 for.information.

styled in
exciting
fall shades,

·,

Women Cause Church Break

Crab Iice infest
even the
nicest people

'-'

European

(Men auT & Wyoming)

Bar~"

Were you closed out of classes you wanted? Do You wish you could
be in a small class? Why not come by the Ho~ors Center during
Continuous Registration and see what we haw to offer-,·ou'l
...
.

100%Acrylic

\

WASHINGTON-Rep. G.V. "Sonny" Montgomery, 0-Miss.,
asked congressional colleagues :llonday to join him in urging
President-elect Jimmy Carter to drop plans for pardoning Vietnamera draft evaders.
:l!ontgomery wrote 10 members of Congress from both parties, in\'iting them to sign a joint letter requesting Carter reconsider plans to
issue a pardon for all Vietnam-era draft evaders in January.

• Special comb
included
• Without a
prescription
at Drug Stores

Boulet
Sweaters

2294 Wvomin!! NE

WASHINGTON-Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. was seated in the
audience briefly Monday to present his daughter and son-in-law for
admission to the Supreme Court Bar.
A court spokesman said "so far as is recalled this is the first time a
sitting justice has moved his child for admission to the Supreme Court

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS-------

This Thursday
Is
WetT-Shirt
Night
"1 he Password is Class"

Congressman Against Pardon

\1::! ..

Don't Forget

at Elliot's Nest

S:cdents "-ho were can~ed out or Philosoph~
.J-lt:OO:: ... Pht.!oSi'p.!l)c of O:atb," rna) register fer
t!'us ..:-\lurse kgm11n'~ ~lo:~., !\'o\, ::!.9. Go to t~e

TE

Elliot's Nest

POSTAL

Texas

[JUtanl

Contest Rules

100
Copies
$3.95
2818 Central SE
265-3435

'
'

NY Giants__

Arkansas __

Each Tuesday the Daily Lobo will publish the Lobo Football
Contest for members of the University community. To win, contestants must pick the winner of each college game listed in each
sponsor's ad. In the event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
.the score of the pro game listed at the bottom of the page will
win. Contestants are limited to one entry per week. The completed
page comprises your entry form and it may be taken to: University
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Gold Street Circus Records, 1820
Central SE; Golden Fried Chicken, 1830 lomas NE; or they may be
·dropped off at the Daily Lobo. Winners will be announced in the
following week's contest. First place prize will be a $25 gift certificate, second place prize a $15 gift certificate and the third place
.prize will be a $5 gift certificate. Winners can pick up their gift
certificates for one week following the announcement. Decisions
of the
are final. Daily Lobo staff and affiliates are ine•liaiblt3.

PRESS®

Detroit__

Official Entry Form

Last
Week's
Winners
1st Richard Bennett
2nd Jeff Brosman
3rd Mark Martinez

Pro Tie Breaker
Baltimore,_ __
St. Louis._ __

Name
Address

City
Phone# - - - - - - - - - - - - - UNM J.D.#

Daily LOBO

Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

'-------------------------------·--------------------------------------J

Dn the Air

Opinion

There Is No Chicano Consensus
By Fred Fajardo
exams apply to everyone and if you feel inefIt appears as though the vestiges of a wornficient or incapable to bear the responsibilities of
out era have once again scoured the closet in oruniversity study, then perhaps you should leave,
der to find incentive for their by now
because believe it or not there are Chicanos who .
monotonous martyrdom.
are assiduous and diligent enough to "cut the
I am of course speaking of the resurgence of
mustard."
meaningless harangue and vociferation by
*
*
*
*
Chicano groups at UNM. As a Chicano I am
outraged and indignant that such groups as
The sight of the atrocious graffiti (misspelled,
MEChA, NCHO and Chicano Studies or any
by the way) which greeted me last Monday morother group associated therewith should have
ning were not so much abhorrent as they were
the audacity to claim represen1;ation of the entire
ludicrous. Do we have to deal with vandals now?
Chicano body at UNM.
1 do not intend to incriminate anyone, but I
There are an estimated 4000 Chicano students
should like to say to those who were responsible:
at UNM most of whom are genuinely concerned
Please grow up! In all likelihood, Chicqno
with getting an education. I have never felt
custodians shall have to clean your botch.
dispossessed of that right, mainly because I have
1should not be so hypocritical to presume that
worked hard to get my education and have had
my views repres,ent the majority of Chicanos at
little time to divert my attention elsewhere. FurUNM. However, I am certain that they represent
thermore I would advise these "concerned"
a substantial portion. I merely hope to offer to
groups to reciprocate my actions.
them the opportunity to sigh in relief that their
The fact that I should have to exonerate
views have finally been expressed.
myself because of rny ethnic identity is a
I am not predisposed to make amends for the
travesty, but I find myself in an uncomfortable
actions of other· Chicanos, neither do I expect
situation, as I am sure many other Chicanos do,
other Chicanos to feel that they. should have to
where I might become a victim of mistaken idenrepresent me. If I felt that I had to learn about my
tity which may regrettably have already hapown
"cultural consciousness" in a university
11111m mmumumnmnnnur nrmunuu1 Lette r 6 1111mm1u nnurm muuunumm umu1n pened to some.
classroom, then I should surely leave, because I
1· urge these groups (MEChA, et al.) to use
know that I would never find it there.
more discretion and not to generalize so liberally
Once and for all, let us elucidate the situation;
by including all Chicanos in your political
M EChA, et a!., are merely self-interest groups to
escapades.
which neither I nor numerous other Chicanos
There is no Chicano consensus and 1 for one
belong. It is extremely unfortunate that their obdo not accept the theory that stringent entrance
tuse diatribes are always heard, ·but then we all
Editor:
know how that goes.
have been financially salvaged, exams discriminate against Chicanos. These
if personal friendship and/or inIt is with great dismay that I difference had not prevented
have read in the past several Tobias from removing last sumweeks the comments of several mer's chairperson more promp- Editor:
to University property.
trashcans and "imperialist"
ASUNM statespersons to the tly, in the face of transparently
Many students, including trees.
administrative
effect that the Speakers Com- atrocious
Last week several brave souls myself, are pleased to hear that
George M. Coston
mittee should abandon all hope preparation for this year's armed with cans of spray paint
vandalism of this type carries a
for
"educational-type" program.
molested "facist" walls, lenient fine of $500, possible imprograms and bring on some
sidewalks and other evil things. prisonment for up to one year,
entertainment.
By the time a new chair- Because the idea of pre- or both.
person was appointed, the hour Christmas decoration was not
Hopefully this reminder will
It seems only fair that before was past when advertising and appreciated by the UNM police,
cause those who consider this
the coup de grace is given, other crucial matters could have three persons were arrested and
kind of a hobby to think twice
students be given some of the been taken care of smoothly for charged with criminal damage
before they attack "capitalist"
circumstances surrounding this the first semester.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
year's program which render it
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
unsuitable to serve as the
From such a start, no Letters to the editor ...
epitome of broad and serious program could have been finanLetters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
programs, conscientiously ad- cially successful.
ministered.
typewritten
and
double
spaced.
In conclusion, two points. FirSender's name, address and
This semester's program is
st, a more carefully controlled phone number must be inalmost entirely the creation of
experiment should be un- cluded with the letter or it
last summer's chairperson,
dertaken before "educational- will not be considered for
who-rather than taking the
type" programs are dismissed publication. Names will be
success-insuring step of polling
as impractical; that most cam- withheld only by agreement
students and faculty, or making
pus politicians are not them- with the editor, in person.
an attempt to appeal to a diver- selves particularly interested in
If a letter is from a group,
sity of potential lecture education should not be
please include a name, phone
auditors-chose to concentrate allowed to rule the day without
number and address of a
on his own rather narrow (albeit a battle.
group member.
"intellectual," by some standards) interests.
Second, should experience
suggest unequivocally that not Opinions ...
Opinions are unsolicited,
A notable exception, Stan enough UNM students and
signed,
guest editorials which
8.J., IIJIO
Lee, who has lost more money faculty are interested in comdo
not
necessarily
reflect
the
IS
{)()RMANT
proportionally than any other plementing their studies (or lack
TH/57/MeOF
opinion
of
the
LOBO.
speaker, was approved by the of them) with provocative outYt:A.e HAD NO
Opinions may be any length
committee after an impassioned side lecturers, the sensible alter-·
COMM/JNT.
but are subject to editing for
spiel by Damon Tobias, native is not perpetuation of a
space limitations.
ASUNM president and comic program by completely surrenOpinions should include ad·
book fan, who averred that Lee dering its unique purpose, but
dress and phone number.
cancellation of it outright. (The
would be a great moneymaker.
same applies, a fortiori, to the
Both letters to the editor
Even after the selection of University as a whole.)
and opinions are subject to
this semester's speakers was
editing for length and for
Chris Belcher possibly libelous content.
completed, the program could

Radio Survey Explores
Local Listener Tastes

Board

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the D'aily Lobo
Staff,. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the ViEws of the s1atf.
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noxious commercials" as areas of
possible improvement.
Many students like the offerings
of the non-commercial stations
KUNM and KlPC, both because
there are no commercials and offer
an alternative in music.
'Many of the students surveyed
suggested less commercialism snd
more variety in music. They said
the radio stations are all starting to
sound the same.
One student said, "The FM
stations need to get back on the
track. There are no distinctions
among stations."
A few students said they would
like to see another soul station in

FIVE FAVORITE MUSICAL ACTS
!. __________________________________
2. _________.:...________________________
3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 . _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Faculty, staff and ~tudents can turn forms in to the boxes at Rm. 138 of Marron Hall, SUB Information Counter, or Zimmerman Librar)'. You can mail the form to Musi-Survey, Box 20, U~M. There is

no deadline thl~ )lear. Resull.<t will be mailed to lht winners and may be used for concert declstons.
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FMSTATIONS

610

KRKE

Contemporary

88.3

KLYT

730

KDAZ

Bilingual

90.1

KUNM Varies

770

KOB

Middle Road

91.5

KIPC

Cultural

920

KQEO

Contemporary

92.3

KUST

Progressive

1000

KKIM

Religious

93.3

KOB

Easy Listening

1150

KNWZ

All News

94.1

KRKE

Automated Rock

1190

KPAR

Easy Listening

96.3

KHFM

Classical

1350

KAIIQ

Spanish

99.5

KM\'R

Progressive

1450

KUZ\'

Country Western

100.3 KPAU

1520

KAMX

Spanish

1580

KZIA

News & Talk

BEST BUY
JVC JRS100 Stereo Receiver
20 w /ch 40-20,000 at 8 ohms

$200.00

others $300 to $750

· JRs1oo

: stnaller Ad Rece;"er

Religious

Easy Listening

3
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YOURNAM.t_____________________________
One hundred UNM students were KUNM as a third choice than any
asked what three radio stations they other radio station.
listen to most frequently in order of
Close in numbers were KRKE
preference during a LOBO survey (170Jo), KQEO (130Jo), KIPC
this month.
(130Jo), KNWZ (llo/o), KHFM
Most of the students· surveyed (11 OJo), KOB-AM (80Jo) and KOBlisten to KRST (590Jo ), or KMYR FM (80Jo).
(560Jo) with KUNM (32"7o) a strong
Few votes were cast for KRthird..
.
ZY(4), KKIM(3), KL YT(2),
Eight students didn't have a KDAZ(l), KABQ(l), KRKE-FM(l)
second choice and 17 students did and KAFE(2), a Santa Fe station.
not have a third choice.
Most
students
like
the
Eleven per cent of the students programming of their favorite
surveyed do not listen to the radio stations but had ideas for imat all, eithsr because they do not provement.
have radios or because they prefer
Although the purpose for
records.
commercials is understood, "less
Although KUNM rated third commercials" was voiced most
overall, more students preferred often, seconded by "fewer ob-
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KNWZ Switches Setvices

Women Taking Reins on Radio
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Bill Weaver, president and
general manager of KNWZ, said
yesterday that the cancellation of
the News and Information Service,
the NBC news service that
augments KNWZ' local coverage,
will "not affect" the station's allnews format.
"We have the services of the
Mutual Broadcasting Company and
ABC right now. We could switch
over with no problem at all, if we
wanted to. We also plan on subscribing to a program that two NBC
anchormen, Frank Gorin and Cliff
Barrett, are putting together that

c.,

8111 Weaver

will continue many of the programs
now on the News and Information
Service. The Fairchild Publishing
Company, the firm that publishes
Women's Wear Daily, is putting
together a service that will emphasize features. If this works out,
we'll probably subscribe to it," he
said.
Weaver s<~id the cancellation may
"actually help," KNWZ' format.
"At least we can control our own
destiny now. I've always had
doubts about NIS. It didn't have an
audience in the big pupulation
centers-like Detroit, Chicago, New
York. Cancellation was almost
inevitable."
Weaver said the public will
"hardly know the difference. If we
do this correctly, we'll just phase
one service in and another out.
People will probably never notice."
KNWZ will be rated for the first
time this month. Weaver said he
"can't wait" to see how the ratings
come out. "Right now, we're not
even in the ratings book," Weaver
said, ''and we are extremely
anxious. l anticipate a good, strong
showing.
"The only way you can really tell
how a radio station is doing is
through listener responses,"
Weaver said. "So far, the response
has been very, very gook and we're
encourage.''

Weaver said the station earned a
profit in October, but "We lost
money during the first three months
we were on the air. This was due to
the expense of getting the station
under way. T,his month, we'll make
a few bucks." Weaver said the
station spends about $2000 monthly
for operations and features. The
station maintains a staff of 12 fulltime news people.
Weaver said the station draws its
audience from "working people"
who have "the greatest interest in
the news." He said, "There's no
real interest among teenagers, and
surprisingly little among retired
people. Mostly, we draw our
audience from working people
concerned about the economy and
interested in who represents them in
Washington."
Weaver said he thinks the station
has had a "significant impact on
local news coverage." He said,
"We have, for example, affected
the coverage of the Tribune (the
afternoon newspaper). It used to
headline news that was 18 to 24
hours old. This was because a lot of
local news-crimes, traffic accidentshappens overnight, after the
morning newspapers have gone to
press. This meant the afternoon
papers had to pick this news up and
put it on the front page to give it the
(Continued on Page B)

BtoQdCQSt News
KRKE (610)- is a subscriber to
A.P. Wire Service. From midnight
to 2 p.m. the station runs five
minutes of international, national
and local news. At 10:00 and noon,
they run a ten minute news
program. In this they contain a
heavy emphasis of local news with
some international and national
news. On Sunday morning at 7
a.m. the station features a public
affairs show entitled "New Mexico
Week in Review." Bob Barth
works as a state capital stringer for
KRKE.
KDAZ (730) - is a subscriber to
the AP and UP! news wires. The
;lations carry NBC radio news
broadcasts for 4 I /2 minutes and

(a brutally honest comparison)
CHEVETTE

RABBIT

Smallest of popular Chevrolet
species, indigenous to North
America. Easy to own and care
for, surprisingly tough and spacious for its size. Four wheels,
four cylinders, big rear hatch,
front disc brakes, rack-and-pinion
steering. A lovable car with special appeal for people with limited
budgets and plenty of places to go.

A small, long-eared mammal of
the hare family, technically one
of the lagomorphs. Native of
southern Europe and northern
Africa. Four legs, one tail. Hops
about, multiplies indiscriminately
and often becomes a pest.

From left to right: Chevette Coupe and typical rnbbit.
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local news for 3 minutes at the top
of the hour. The station offers the
Southwest Journal news feature for
one half hour at 8:20 on Sunday
mornings,
The station also offers a different 60 second news feature from
Tuesday to Saturday. On Tuesdays
there is Albuquerque Speaks, a
man-an-the-street type interview
show. On Wednesdays, the station
offers Consumer Information . For
Thursdays, there is a'.brief rundown
of cultural events and activities for
the coming weekend. Saturdays are
reserved for a recreational report
from the Slate Parks and
Recreation Dept. Fridays are reserved for Public Feedback, sixty
seconds of public commentary and
criticism. A recreational report by
the State Parks and Recreation
Dept. is offered on· saturdays.
Also on Tuesdays and Thursdays
the station broadcasts ski reports
from the New Mexico and Southern
Colorado slopes.
KKIM subKKIM (1000) scribes to the UP! news wire service. The station offers three
newscasts a day. At noon they
feature a half hour news show World Religious News. For Sunday
morning at 8 a.m. the station airs
news and information from the
Evangelic Press.
KNWZ (1150) - This station
broadcasts strictly news 24 hours a
day. The station airs a ratio of
national to local news of about
60140. For a maximum of 47
minutes out of the hour, the station
airs news from the National Information Service. The station also
uses the Mutual Radio Network
and ABC Radio News. Some of
their features comment:;ttors include Paul Harvey and Howard
Cosell. The station also subscribes
to the UP! wire service and the
Long Horn Network, a Texas
based news service.
KPAR (1140) - KPAR offers
one minute of news from Mutual
and 2 minutes of local news at the
bottom of the hour.
KABQ (1350)- KABQ is an all
Spanish station. They subscribe to
the UP! wire service. They broadcast five minutes on the hour of
national and local news in Spanish.
At noon the station increases its
news time to 10. minutes emphasizing local news. After the 9
a.m. newscast they feature a local
news show entitled "Round
Table."
FM Stations:
KUNM (90.1) - The university
station subscribes to the ABC
Radio Network and UPI wire service . KUNM airs the ABC news at
7:15,9:15, 1:15,5:15 and 9:15. At
the end of the local news cast are
run at the end ofthe9:15, 1:15 and
the 5:15 broadcasts. KUNM
features a public affair at 7:00
from Monday through Thursday.
Latino news is offered with the
Latin show on Monday nights.
Women's news is offered along
with the Women's show on Sunday
nights.
KMYR (99.5) - KMYR subscribes to the UP! wire service.
They broadcast international and
national news at 7:15, 8:15, 4:15
·and 6:00. KMYR offers as feature
news the Daily Planet and Music
News.

By Chris HaiJlmond
Women have begun directing
radio in Albuquerque. New to this
is Patricia Garvin, program
director for KRKE-FM. KRKE-FM
is in the evolving stage right now
and Pat hasn't had time to decide
how she feels about her recent
position.
Two other women are directing
the music we hear in Albuquerque
radio: Annette Griswold of KUNM
and Judy McNutt of KMYR.
Af!nette Griswold is program
director and music director for
KUNM, This has been her position
for the last one-and-a-half years of
the four years she has worked for
KUNM.
"I never thought about radio as a
career," said Annette. "I just came

down to KUNM one day and got
involved."
Annette has worked in news,
production, public affairs and as
.news director and disc jockey for
KUNM.
"There are opportunities down
here for people who want to work
and get involved,"
Annette said she has the most
interesting job at KUNM because
not only does she have the opportunity to work with music but
also with music people, such as
record distributors.
"Beside talking to the record
companies, I listen to records and
decide if it is what KUNM wants to
play and my job is to encourage and
help teach the beginning disc
jockeys," said Annette.

would be at other stations for a
program director. "There is
pressure in getting things done and
keeping up with the station ar.d
what it is doing," Annette said .
Annette said she enjoys working
at KUNM. "Althougl\ the skills are
the same, the attitudes aren't," she
said.
"I've been spoiled; there is so
much freedom here. I haven't been
rated so I haven't had to sell out.
I'm sure I can find another job in
radio !like."
As well as working as program
and music directors, Annette has an
air shift from 5:15 to 9:15 p.m.
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

Program directors are usually
responsible for defining the sound
of the station or controlling the
format, which is not applicable to
KUNM. "KUNM's programming
is to offer an alternative," Annette
said; "We try to play what is not
heard elsewhere in town."
Annette said KUNM has an
obligation to air public-affairs
programs that are not usually
heard, such as Pacifica, which is
nationwide and airs interviews with
personalities such as Russell Means,
Timothy Leary and Gloria Steinem.
"We can't be everything to
everybody," Annette said, "but we
can present an alternative which is
necessary for Albuquerque."
Annette said she feels the
pressure at KUNM is lighter than it

Judy McNutt has been the music
director for KMYR for two
months. Judy started at KMYR in
the sales department two years ago.
Her radio beginnings were with
KHFM. "I decided I wanted to get
I involved in radio and went down to
KHFM one day," Judy said. "They
started me out answering phones.''
During her experience at KHFM
Judy answered the telephone, sold
advertising and had an air show
every Wednesday night doing book
reviews.

I
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While working at KMYR, Judy
went to school and worked for
KUNM for one year.
"I think KUNM was valuable
experience for what I'm doing
now," Judy said. "KUNM is a very
important part of Albuquerque
radio both for the learning disc
jockey and for the listerner. KUNM
is where the beginning disc jockey
can find out for himself if radio will
be what' he loves or hates."

KUNffi's Annette Griswold

KffiYR's Judy fficNutt

ACOUSTIC • ELECTRIC
GUILD • ALEMBIC
GIBSON • GIBSON
MOSSMAN, • RICKENBACKER
OVATION • B.C. RICH
TAKAMINE • VELENO

AMPS
MARSHALL • HI WATT
GALLIEN KRUGER • MITCHELL
QSC • EARTH

the

GUITAR SHOP
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2212 EAST CENTRAL
266-2338
(across from Popejoy Hall)
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produced the "Women Time ><
c=;·
Show."
0
Judy's job is to talk to the record u
representatives and listen to music.
e:.
~

"I listen to the new records and l'
0
decide if they should be played on cr'
KMYR," Judy said. "It is exciting 0
discovering new band's. Sometimes
~
I get depressed because I realize the <
(J)
work it takes for a musician to get
to vinyl and some times the sound is cr'
(J)
not good enough for airplay.''
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Judy said she listens to what
everyone has to say about music
including the people she works with
and the people on the street.
"My decisions are based on what
people are buying, requesting,
talking about and what sounds
good on the radio," Judy said. "I
also try to communicate with
people at other radio stations."

Music director is not as strict at
KMYR as at some other radio
stations. "The disc jockeys are not
obligated to play any music in·
particular, just to do a good
show," said Judy. "I pick the cuts
to be played from the new albums
and make suggestions to the disc
jockeys."
"I feel the most pressure when
we're playing the hits," she said.
"It means a lot of people like it, but
I feel personally that we don't have
to support music that is already
getting substantial airplay. I would
like to emphasize new and unfamiliar artists.''

Judy has an air shift Sundays
from 8 p.m. to midnight, during
which the King Biscuit Flour Hour
Judy had an air shift at KUNM,
was•opublic-affairs director and · is featured.
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LOBO Radio Guide to Special Pro·grams

Concerts
~ KMYR- King Biscuit Flour Hour
a at 9 p.m. Sundays. December 5
Z Robin Trower and Manfred Mann
o are featured.
KHFM - Opera of the Week 6:40
,.... p.m. Sundays. Live New York
~ Philharmonic 8 p.m. Mondays.
0 Music for the Ballet 10:10 p.m.

q

oc)

fFil

Mondays. Hi Fi House Soundstage
6:40 p.m. Saturdays. The Mahler
Symphonic Cycle Mondays 8 p.m.
beginning December 6.

of the Purple Sage, Bonnie Raitt
KOB - Barbara Streisand Special
December 26 for 2 hours.
KH.FM - Beethoven's Birthday
December 15 & 16all day.

KRST - Flashbacks with the
"Priest From the East" Sundays at
6p.m.

Stories
KUNM - Stars and Stuff, a science-fiction program Fridays at 9:20
p,. "Moon Over Morocco" Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m.
and I: 15 a.m.
KRST --:- CBS Mystery Theater 11
p.m. Sundays
. KRZY - CBS Mystery Theater 10
to 11 p.m. every night.
KPAR - The Christmas Story,
Oldies Shows
Christmas music with narrations by
KUNM - Hot Lix with Kid William Conrad.
Mygatt 5:19 to 9:15 p.m. Satur- KlPC - Goon Show, a Monty
days.
Python-type show.

Artist l>rofiles
KRST- Sunday Driver 10 a.m.
New Records
Sundays. Coming up: Harry KHFM- New Records Program,
Nilsson, Dave Mason, New Riders what's new in classical 9:40 p.m ..
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.
KRST- The KRST Sampler Monday nights from 9 to 10 p.m. for
what's new in rock.

Popejoy Hall

And Sandia Kiwanis Club
Pt;esents

The hilarious Don Cooper

Arbitron ond You

In an outrageously funny expedition of

Canada
Thursday, December 2 7:30p.m.
Adults $2.00- Students $1.50
UNM Fac/Staff $1.50
Tickets at door from 6:30p.m.
Tel. 277-3121

For A Gift To Please Someone
Special On Your Christmas List
Try The

Herb Emporium
Over250Herbs~

Spices
And Tea Blends
At The Lowest Prices

• To Warm You On
Those Cold Nights
• Soothes Your Nerves
• Cure Your Ills
• Stimulate Your Lover

•
•
•
•
•

Spice Your Feasts
Stop Your Nightmares
Color Your Fabrics
Perfume Your Bath
Freshen Your Breath

Complete Line Of Ginseng Roots And Pills

Nuts, Naturally Grown Beans And
Grains, Vitamins, Books, Honey, Vegetable Pasta, Natural Foods.
Pottery By Becky Brown
3218 San Mateo N.E.
881·9869

Laramie Square
Mon-Sat 10·5:30

Analysis by Chris Hammond
Albuquerque radio is being controlled by a monopoly scarcely familiar
with the needs of Albuquerque.
Commercial radio stations are supported by advertising and national
advertising is where the money is.
Arbitron is national survey organization and virtually the only one
heeded by national advertisers.
Arbitron's · survey procedures are considered inadequate by
Albuquerque radio's general managers, 'yet they continu~ to buy Ar- ·
bitron. The alternative survey organizations are either local or small
operations and are not used by the national advertisers.
Since a radio station lives or dies financially according to the rating
results this single company's impact and procedures are very imoort"nt
Arbitron sends out diaries on the basis of a random selection from the
telephone directory. Those with unlisted phones are excluded.
Unless residents, university students are excluded from the surveys. This
is an inaccurate practice considering Albuquerque is a college towh :with
two universities whose students are a shot in the arm to the city's economy.
Arbitron guarantees 425 diaries returned out of a possible 760.
The metropolitan area surveyed by Arbitron is Bernalillo and Sandoval
counties, a population of about 390,000. This means one book represents
.
about 920 persons.
One example of the proportion of books to population is if 12 per cent
of the population is male and between the ages of 18 and 39, 51 books out
of the 425 returned diaries are needed for an adequate representation.
If only 3 of the books returned are in this demographic category, the
figure must be weighted 94 per cent to meet the proper percentage.
According to random survey policies this is not questionable procedure.
In regard to obtaining useful figures it subjects the future of local radio to
quirks of fate and other unnecessary variables.
Until this year Arbitron was in the practice of accepting diaries from
anyone including broadcast personnel. Honesty from the right sources in
town have had that policy-changed.
The general managers of local radio stations agree that Arbitron's sample size is too small for Albuquerque.
There are three categories: A guarantees 3000 returned diaries, B
guarantees 1200 an,, C guarantees 425. Albuquerque is in the C category
bordering on the B category. The divisions are determined by area size.
Albuquerque has more radio stations than many other areas the same size.
IP the fight for top ratings made by Arbitron, radio stations are
tightening up their formats all over the country.
You can hear the "hits" almost everywhere you turn (the dial, that is).
The program format is directly related to rating results. Good ratings
equal a "successful" format; bad ratings can result in a new format (for
instance a change from progressive to beautiful music) or even the sale of a
station.
Competing for the same piece of pie- the largest one- is causing trends toward unimaginative radio through a "let's not take any chances"
policy.
"'
Except for some of the specialty stations still holding out and noncommercial radio, the adventure and creativity potential in radio is being
overlooked.
The game is to have the format that is the best vehicle for procuring the
most successful use of advertising air time (fina(\cially).
Radio, as a highly powerful medium, has no excuse for underestimating
it'. obligations to the public.
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Despite .Audience
Jerry Jeff PIQys
His Li'l Heart Out

Comedy
KNWZ - Comedy Hour Sundays
10 a.m. and II p.m.
Jazz Features
KHFM - First Set with Arlen
Asher and Bob Brown Tuesdays
8:30 p.m. Jazz Perspective Saturdays 9:40
KUNM - The House That Jazz
Built 9:15 Sundays, The Lite That
Jazz Lit Thursdays at 9:19 .
KIPC Just Jazz Monday
Through Saturday 9 a.m. to noon ..
Mr. T's Road Show Monday
through Friday 2 to 6 p.m.
Latin Music
KUNM - Movida Latina Mondays at 9:20.
KIPC - Ondas Musicales Con
Salza 12:30 to 2 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

t

terms of sobriety and some of the
more enthusiastic were throwing
bags of dope on the stage and
screaming so shrilly that they
overpowered even the stage
monitors.

?

Native American Music
KUNM- The Singing Wire 5:30
p.m. Sundays
KIPC - Music of All Indians 6 to
9 a.m. every day.

Finally, Walker had had enough.
"Did you come here to listen or did
you come here to throw shit at us
and threaten us?" he asked the
crowd. Then he warned them that if
they didn't cut out their extracurricular activities he was
leaving.

Soul
KUNM - The Ghetto Saturdays
9:20p.m. to I: 15 a.m.
KIPC - Essence in Black 7:30 to
midnight Saturdays.
KRKE-AM- Soul Searching
Sports
KNWZ- NFL Game of the Week
1:45 p.m. Sundays and 6:45 p.m.
Mondays.
KOB- All the Lobo Football and
Basketball Games
News and Commentaries
KNWZ - Ronald Reagan 8:10
a.m. and 5:10p.m.; Paul Harvey
7:35 and 8:35a.m. and 12:30 p.m.;
Howard Cosell 6:40 a.m.; and Ernie Mills, Santa Fe correspondent.
KIPC - All Things Considered 6
to 7:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. BBC Newsreel Saturdays &
Sundays 6:30 p.m.

<;>ccasionally hit himself in the face
with it.
Local fiddler Steve Keith, late of
the Last Mile Ramblers, sat in with
both the Lost Gonzo Band and
Jerry Jeff and provided some hot
breaks.

As the shouting and throwing
continued after the next number,
Walker apparently called iI a night
and pulled his band off the stage.

Concert Review and Photographs
by Russ Parsons
The mark of a good performance
is supposed to be that the artist
develops a personal relationship
with his audience. By that measure
Tuesday night's Jerry Jeff Walker
concert was a roaring success.

\

Women's Shows
KUNM- Herdles 8 to 9:15p.m.
Sundays
KIPC- Women's Voices Weekly
7:30to 8:30p.m. Thursdays.

I've got my doubts, though, that
•he relationship was ideal.

Public Affairs
KOB-AM - Albuquerque Insight
Sundays
KPAR - The Public Eye; Kirtland
Views; Better Business Bureau;
Chamber
of
Commerce;
Albuquerque Black Community
Report; Sensing the News.
KKIM- Project 10.

Jerry Jeff, tight and strained
after 30 straight dates, appeared a
little tight from something other
than the tour. Every time he went
back to his amp it was another big
swallow from his can of Budweiser.

Other Special Programming
KHFM - Playback, 3:40 p.m.
Sundays, 6:40 p.m. Wednesdays
and Fridays.
KRZY - Christmas in the Country, 6 hours of country specials.
'lew Year's Top 100 Countdown of
:ountry music.

\

I

KNWZ, Cont.

-

But, after five minutes of encore
demands he recapitulated and
returned and even appeared a bit
contrite as he played a four-song
encore that might have been some
of the best music of the concert.

'I
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TheHippa

Offer$ The9e
Chri9fma9 Cilt Item$
• Coffee Makerg
{MelitffJ, And French Style)
• Exprmo MfJkerg {Stovetop)
• Stomge nng

• TefJ Keffleg
• TefJ Pofg
• PfJper Filterg
• Aggorfed Acceggorieg

Whale Bean Caffee And Teas
2&5-99&7 1151 Harvard S.E.

Beginning with a slow ballad off
his soon-to-be-released album, he
roared through Rusty Weir's
"Don't It Make You Wanna
Dance" then put the band through
its paces on a long jam·of "Good
Night Irene" before closing with
·~will the Circle Be Unbroken."
Walker, a long, lanky fellow with
a large nose that looks like it has
been in the way. of a few things too
many, was enthusiastic throughout
the show, dancing and stomping on
the fast songs and then teaming
with bass player Robert Livingston
on a pair of solo waltzes during the
breaks in his slow songs.

Fine Clothing For Men And Women

But overall, the strain of the tour
and the alcohol showed as he was
continuously dodging the mike and

1425 Central NE
Albuquerque N-~· 842-6261

200Jo Off
To All

Sagittarius

And, every time he returned he
got a little more pissed off with the
audience. The crowd, which was
typically Civic Auditorium, made
Walker look like a church deacon in

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

(Continued from Pagt'6)

IJ"here IS • differencem
PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • OAT • LSAT • SAT·
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

0\/er 36 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous home stuc:ly materials.
year. Complete tape
Courses that are con~tantly updated. Centers open days & weekends
facilities for review of class lessons and for use or supplementary materials. Make·Ups tor
missed lessons at our centers.

an

ECFMG • FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Flexible Programs A Hours
Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of testing know-how that
enables us to offer the best preparation available, further Improving the Individual

course you've selected.
(303)

8~3-5413

431 W. Colfax- Suite 405

Denver, Colo.
Spring & Summer compacts
Most classes 8 weeks befo1·e exam

Pro.tt's New Trlo.nqle Loun.

Outside NY Slate Onl~·

Call Toll Free 800-221-9840
Centers In Major US Cities

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

coverage it deserved. Now, we can
cover the news that occurs in the
early morning-we have a reporter
that goes to work at 4 a.m. to
catalogue it-and leave the Tribune
free for other things."
The station is "closer to a news
paper" than to other electronic
media, Weaver said. Still, like other
elsctronic media, he S<tid, it has
difficulty providing in-depth
analysis. "We don't oversimplify,
but time and money keep us from
going into issues very deeply. We'd
like to run the feature stories, like
they have on TV, but the cost of
these features is astronimica!. We
just can't provide these features on
our budget."
Weaver said listeners can stay
completely informed by listening to
KNWZ. "We feel that a person can
tune into KNWZ and get a complete summary of the news," he
said.
.

SPECIAL COUPON

OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE
WITH THIS COUPON

99¢

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS, AT YALE
l .

i

Expires Dec. 12, 1976

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT1830 LOMASATYALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5931 CENTRAL NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.
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Johnson Scores 28 in 86-81 UNM Win
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iiAutomatic' Leads Lobos by SlaVs
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Photo byWendeiiT. Hunt

Jimmy Allen (light uniform) about to do what he does
best, block a shot by Yugoslavia's RaCJivoje Zivkovic.
were offensive enabling the 'Pack basket-the worst shots in basketto take second and third shots at the ball.''
hoop.
The Lobos heeded the coach's
Yugoslavia out-scored the 'Pack words and repented because the
10-1 to begin the second half and next time somebody called a timecoach Norm Ellenberger rebuked o.ut, New Mexico was ahead to stay
his dis-organized troops. "Run the at 59-55.
exchange," he told them. "Take
From there, the Lobes gradually
the good shots and they'll fall. pulled away and practiced some of
We're taking shots 20 feet from the the free-lance, street basketball they
may need later in the season.

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Has Moved

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a weelk
Donate Twice W eeldJ

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

To
Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline tor
the next day's paper is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
mail them to: Classified Advertising, UNM Box20
University of N.M., Alb .. N.M. 87131

All Marvin
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Vuxo~lavla
P<~pk

Jc:rkov
Dalipagic
Zizi:::
Pavliccvic
S/a.,..nfc

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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FO Perccmage: Yugo; First half 48.4. Game 42.0
UNM; First half 48.4. Game42.0.
FG Pc:rccnl~ge: Yugo; First hair 48.4. Game 42.0
UNM; Fir~;l half 48.4. Game 42.0.
Tcchnicals: Yugoslavia Coach Nikolic
Yugosl!nJa
New Mexico 48

All: 14,622.
.._..._~_
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38
38

81
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the maximum 30 players allowed.
"Coach (Gene) Huey and coach
(Bob) McCray stayed out in
California after the game to start
recruiting.''

when they played Wyoming. UNM
lost because they elected to go for
the win by trying for a two-point
conversion in the final minute of
the game. It failed and that started
UNM on a five-game losing streak.
In the 17-14 loss to San Diego
State, Mondt said the offensive line
played its best game of the senson.
"It was a game we didn't give
away.
"Yet, it was another game where
we didn't get a single turnover." In
five of the Lobo's seven losses this
season, the opposition did not turn
the ball over a single time.
Mondt said, "San Diego State is

Sponsored by Student Activities
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~ R. Buckminster Fuller: THE WORLD GAME I
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Inventor Of The Geodesic Dome,
World Traveller, Holder Of 150 Patents,
Philosopher, Lecturer, Cosmogonist
Buckminster Fuller Will Speak
Dec. 7 At 8 pm In Popejoy Hall
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The only thing that Mandt
doesn't like is the Lobo's fourgame opening roadstand next year.

Dave Green
All-WAC Center

not a great team, but they're a good
team. With (tailback David) Turner
in their offense, they're someone to
deal with."
On a lighter note, the coach
talked about his team's inability to
win a single coin toss throughout
the season. "I've never heard of
anything like that."
A smile crossed Mandt's face
when he began to speculate about
next season. "I think we have the
best returning people of anyone in
the league. All our skills people will
be back and we'll have some people
who red-shirted this year." He
mentioned linemen Fred Erik, Mike
Andrakowicz, Chuck Pettet and
linebackers James Coffey and Gabe
Chavez.
Mondt also said he would recruit

•
Karen Cramond

.,eason's highlight and added, "I
didn't really know what to expect. I
just wanted to make the team."
Karen Cramond said that the
"things I've learned about myself"
were rememberable. "I enjoyed it
all. I had a really good time, I've
learned to relax more. I'm up to the
point where I'm not too far from
them (the best women runners)."
Coach Tony Sandoval explained
the highlights of the season for him
by saying, "I am from New
Mexico. I have a lot of pride in
being a New Mexican, and having
coached a team from the University
of New Mexico was great.''
The tradition for women's cross
country at UNM has been set and it
can be said, for those who were a
part of it, that they, like Karen
Cramond, "enjoyed it all."

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

at reasonabie cost

Casey Opti,cal Co.
fNext doqr to Casey Rffxel Drug}
Lomas at Washingtc:sn ~

1

I

!

Assorted Hanging Plants I
~ice Size

J

Now $4.98

266-7025

I
I
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Gifford Nielsen of Brigham
Young was selected at quarterback.
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CALL
293-2000

FROM LONDON

DINNER &2 HOUR SHOW FROM $8.95, GROUP RATE $6.95

Eat a feast a La Tom Jones, drink and be merry with King
Henry VIJI, his jesters and minstrels.in a show the critics have
called "Fantastic" and "unblievable." Step back in time to
London and the year 1520.

RESERVATIONS 299-4401
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Cole, at defensive end, was the
only unanimous pick on offense or
defense out of the 30 players
selected.

Cole is the only Lobo who has
been picked to play in a post-season
·game, thus far. The senior, whom

~

0'

YOU CAN FINO
IT, TOO!

Other Lobes picked were Preston
Dennard (wide receiver), Dave
Green (center), Tom Morris (offensive line) and Mike Williams
(fullback).

n·
0

BYU's Jeff Blanc and UTEP's '<'
Robert Elliott were the other backs. r0

COMING UP LOBOS: Robin
Cole led five Lobes who were
picked for theall-WAC..team.

"it wu.5 l{reut fun" - LOS ANGELES TIMES
.

the Dallas Cowboys said was one of ~
the top 17 players in the nation, will $::
play in the East-West Shrine game. ~

"That's going to be a difficult
thing," he said.

,~' \ 520 ttiD ~'~
~<¢>· mbratrr Restaurant

Super Special
Reg. $7.98
500 San Pedro

Mandt said the Lobes will go
after graduating high school seniors
mostly, but would also look at
some junior college players. ·

presents DIRECT

Offers UNM Students and Faculty This

i

He said the Lobos would try to
recruit players for all positions, but
would emphasize the defensive end
and tackle positions.

Western Skies Motor Hotel

Albuquerque's Plantroom

~

I

Analysis by Ed Johnson
Their goal was "to begin a
tradition."
And so they began: sweating
through an hour run in Bataan
Park, flying through the Duke City
Invitational, powering through a
challenging course against the
University of Arizona, and giving it
all they had in both the regional and
national races on their way to
becoming the ninth best team in the
nation.
"They" are UNM's women's
cross-country team and in their first
year of existence they have indeed
begun a tradition.
A few weeks into the season they
had already lost a fine runner in
Lucille Jones and had a team
composed of only one experienced
distance runner, a few good mikdledistance runners, and a basketball
player.
Fortunately,
the
middle
distancers, Susie Vigil, Virginia
Middleton and Cindy "Flash"
Ashby, as well as hoopster Jean
Rostermundt proved to be
dedicated and valuable enough to
complement the excellent distance
running of Karen Cramond.
Coach Tony Sandoval said the
girls were "one of the most
coachable group of people. A team
is not a collection of talents, it is
mutually committed and honest to
each other. That makes a successful
team. I really enjoyed them as
people."
The highlight of the season for
coach Barbara Butler was "the fact
that we only had five runners and
we placed in the top ten. They made
pretty good progress ... that's exciting."
The girls had highlights of their
own. Flash Ashby enjoyed "the
ineet out on the west mesa. I did my
best there."
Susie Vigil felt that "getting
invited as a team to Wisconsin
(nationals)" was great. "It showed
that we can be up there.''
Jean Rostermundt also felt that
~'getting to go to nationals" was the
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Women Harriers
Begin Tradition·

Tickets on Sale at the Door
Admission:
54.00
Senior Cllizens
& Students
~'.2. uO
. Students $6.00
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By Tim Gallagher
The UNM football team ended
what coach Bill Mandt called his
"most frustrating season'" by
losing to San Diego State 17-14
Satur~ay despite playing "the best
.game we've played in a lot of
areas.''
At his weekly press luncheon
Monday, Mondt said, "It really has
been a frustrating year, but the
players played every game hard.
Normally, when we'd expect to
have some let-ups, we didn't have
them. It's really hard to explain."
Mondt said it would be hard to
point to THE turning point of the'
4-7 season but said, "One of the
obvious turning points was the twopoint play against Wyoming, but
you can't say that would have
turned the whole season around."
The Lobes were tied for the
Western Athletic Conference lead

By Tim Gallagher
collective seats. But they would over the Yugoslavs.
.
It was a pleasant scene taking soon be up again.
But the game was not without its
place at mid-court, but Marvin
Automatic scored on another thrilling moments as the Slavs,
Johnson looked ready to play.
jumper to break a 4-4 tie. After a showing more finesse and less
The Lobes and their opponents, Norm Cacy bucket, Johnson brawn than previous Yugoslavian
the Yugoslavian National Team, grabbed a pass and pumped in teams gave UNM a scare in the
were exchanging gifts of friendship · another hoop. In all, the junior second half.
before doing battle on the court at forward who wears a gold earring
They did it mostly on the 30
University Arena Monday night.
in his right ear, scored eight of points of forward Drazen Dalipagic
As soon as the exchange was UNM's first fourteen points.
who tried out'for the Boston Celtics
made and the ball tossed up, the
Before he was done, the ·Junior this past summer. The Celtics could
man they call "Automatic" went to College AU-American who missed use him in place of the melancholy
work.
. , UNM's opening game because of Dave Cowens. If Cowens doesn't
. Johnson scored on a base-bne an illness, had scored 28 points in want to play, Dalipagic proved he
Jumper t?. put Lobes on top, a~d leading UNM to its third straight sure can.
the clappmg crowd retreated to 1ts win of the year, an 86-81 decision
Behind some dead-eye· free throw
shooting, the Yugoslavs erased .the
early Lobo lead and went ahead at
"EXPERIMENT IN JEWISH LEARNING" PRESENTS
25-18 with about half the first
stanza remaining. The Europeans,
BLU GREENBERG
playing WAC teams on this tour,
canned 11 of 13 first half charity
"WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
stripe
shots.
THE DIALECTICAL RELATIONSHIP
The Lobes came back on some
BETWEEN FEMINISM AND JUDAISM"
buckets by Automatic and Jimmy
Allen.
But is was mainly the Lobo's
Thursday
rebounding
strength that carried
DECEMBER 2, 1976
48-43
lead. UNM outthem
into
a
8 P.M.
rebounded the Slavs 21-15 in the
first half, but that figure is
WOODWARD HAI.L
deceiving as most of UNM' s boards
University of New Mexico

Subscriptions $12.00

Mandt Calls 4-7 Campaign· Most Frustrating'

AFROTC
Air Force ROTC can give
more value to your college
years and help you pay for
your schooling at the same
time. You can compete for a
two, three, or four"Year Air
Force ROTC scholarship that
will pay you $100 a month
and pay for your tuition,
books and lab fees, too.
Plus, there's flight· instruction
for those who qualify, a commission as a second lieutenant after graduation, then
responsibility and challenge
In an Air Force Job.
The list goes on. Check It out.
Inquire at:
Department of
Aerospace Studies
1901 Los Lomas, 277-4230

Charlotte Notgrass
Senior
Special Education Student

Through Jesus Christ, I
realized that God accepts
me just as I am with the
capabilities I have and
achievements I obtain. He fills me with His love
that I know will never leave me. Before accepting
Christ the most difficult things for me to deal with
were the constant stress on achievement and the
aloneness of the University crowds. I received
Christ by finally admitting to Him that I did
want Him as my lord as well as my savior. Now
I know that no matter what my G.P.A. is I have
the love of God to strengthen me through Christ
and my Christian friends.
''And to know the love of Christ which passeth
knowledge, that you might be filled with all the
Ephesians 3:19
fullness of God."
You can have a New I,ife in Christ Too!

Call 293..,2000

What you hear may change your life.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rules: 15 cents

p~r

word per day, one dl)llur

minimum, AdvcrJiscmeots run five or more cmh
secutlve days with no chunges, nine C!entl' pe~
word per dQy (on refunds II' cuncel!cd before five
insertions). C!assirird advcftiscmenls must he
pnltllnudvnnce,
Marron Hall Roo'm 131 itr by mull to: Classified·
Advertising, UNM !lox 20, Albuqucr<JIIc, N.M:
87131
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PERSONALS

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736, tfn
I FOUND IT, You can, too. Call293-2000. 12/3
PARTY! HUGE Sound System booking fast for Dec.
Better and cheaper than band. FratsiSors. special
rate. 242·86l8. !2/1
·
THE BEST PRICED LUNCH in town: foot-long hot
dogs, 35 cents, 11-3, Okie's. 12/3
ARB YOU ·REACHING OUT for help?
AGORA-someone to reach out t!). 2773013, 11/30

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday's Puzzle Solved:

ACROSS

4 5 Dec Iarin g
I Mp E L
L A T
SIC lA B S
under oath
L E A 5 E
LIAIV A L
AG E
1 Reconnoiter 47Ft.
E R R E D
MA R M ALA D E
6 Ensnare
Frontenac
AT R l P
l R E
S E T
10 Study
com man dan t: SEA L. F L I ~!fir AM
printed
2 wds.
L S U
S I T
T E N E
matter
51 Loud deep
SATEEN
K'NIT
NET
14 Actor ----cry
p
R
E
D
G
t
u
c
D
SE
Greene
52 39.37
ARM
RIEL
TRUSTS
15 Turkish
inches; 2
'C '0 ~ t.
E N T
officer
words
IF :w E R S E W E D T A T1 A
16 If not
54 Talked idly
'RiAP
5IIE
METER
17 Very skilled 58 Sugar
T I R E I R0 N 5
P L A C E
person
source
uT ER EDI T 5 N0 0
18 Manicurist's 59 Unappetizing iD
ERN
D E E D 5
E G E 5 T
concern
food
19 Meerschaum 61 "From --- -37 Male deer
20 Romantic
from
shining
3
9 ----- --song
9
Football
sea"
Marie
22 Let the air
game
62 Celebes ox
40
British
period
out of
63 Brain tissue
statesman
24 At once
'1 0 Fix a
64 Fill with
highway
4
2
Flatfish
26 Wallace
pride
43 Less refined
-------:
11 The very
65 Swedish
4 4 Exactly like:
Amer. poet
best
man'sname
2 words
27 Obtained
12 Quivering
66 Tree of
46
Nonalcoholic
31 Resembling:
13
Conveyance
Knowledge
beverage
Suffix
documents
site
47Kindol
32 Resides
21
Beetle
67 Irritates
33 Odes, e.g.
anesthetic
23 Telescope
35 Middle:
48 Pineapple
25 Asian
Prefix
49 Senorita's
kingdom
38 Made a
parent
27
Action
in
a
DOWN
hole-in-one
50 Fished for
game
39 Room in the
1 House
morays
28 Edible grass
Louvre
foundation
53 Character
seed
40 Missile
2 Finale:
played
29 Heating
41 Long:
Music
55 So. African
apparatus
Informal
3 U.S.S.R. city 30 Deal I out
Dutch
42 Beaver
4 Not firsh
56 Group of:
34 ..meagerly
____ _
State
second or
Suflix
capital
third
Gantry"
43 The
.5 Lockjaw
35 Its capital is 57 Suffices
60 Gold
eyelashes
6 Male human
Bamako
miner's
44 Southern:
7 Mild oath
36 Clay pipe
utensil
8 -----away"
Abbr.
land
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If YOU'VE FOUND IT, sha{e it at University
Christian Fellowship Dinner, SUB ballroom, Dec. 2,
Tickets, $1.00. 12/1
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT. Festive, accurate,
hand-drawn natal horoscopes, $5,00. Bill Nolan, 2680247, 1213
CHAMI'IONSHIP BOXING: SUI3 Ballroom, Sat.,
Dec. 4th, 7:30 p.m. Adm. $2.oo; students
$1.50. 1213
BALLROOM DANCE: (Sambas, Cha-chas), band,
UNM Student Union Ballroom, December 3rd
(Friday), 7:00-10:00.$2,50 couple, $1.50single, $1.00
students, semi-formal. 12!3
ECKANKAR will present an Introductory film
dealing with soul travel, etc. Thtlfsday, 1212, 7:30
p.m .. room 250-D, SUB. 1212
BAKERY CAFE opens: dally wholesome specials,
nightly dinner casseroles. 118 Yale S,B. 12/3
$45.00 in gift ccrti!icates given away this week to
Lobo football contest winners. Check today's LOBO
for winning names & to enter this week's contest. 1! /30
MARIETTE: You're my favorite sister. Love from
your favorite sister: I 1/30
lost& found
LOST: MALE BRINDLE BOXER; black collar,
Colorado rabies tag, uncut ears; from Sycamore
Strret, Call 843-9709. 12/1
FOUND: KEYS. Physics lecture, Lab bldg., 11/!8.
Claim at Marron Hall, rm, 131. 12/3
FOUND: IRISH SETTER PUPPY near BE building.
Contact Prof. Kelly, 277-4924. Describe &
claim. !2/3
FOUND: RUSSELL PETERSON's savings
passbook, .in Geology 217. Claim rm. 131, Marron
Hall. 12/3
$$$$NAME YOUR OWN REWARD for info.
leading to return of one red male and one black
female Doberman. 247-4987, 345-5337, 8437930. 1213

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fessiona! Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
LEGITIMATE MASSAGE29B-4718. 12/3
TYPING: RESUMES, MANUSCRIPTS, legal,
medical and general, 266-4770. 11/30
PAINTING: RESIDENTIAL, 10 years experience.
Call Wes Oritt, 255-1890 after 5. 12/3
FOR $9.38 per month and up, store your belongings
in 24-hour secured safety near campus. Call: U-Storlt Corp. 242·1 100, or U-Stor-11 Corp. 2668580. 12/1
TYPING: by.Circular File Services, 266·3953. 12/3
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, I !8 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IOo/o
discount for students with !D's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 12/3 ·
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 12/3
TYPING: M.A. English, Selectric, on campus·. 2968564. 12/3
TYPIST, 65 cents, 831-6161/344-6476. 12/3
WAKE UP CALLS made day or night. For 5-day
week, $5.00 monthly. For 7-day week $6.00 monthly.
265-7427. 12/3

4 . .FORSALE
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy, Some on sale, R,C, Hallett's,
843-937,8;;.;._t...;fn"--------,------BUY I GET I FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
Uncle Nasty's, 12/3
1974 DODGE CHARGER-P.B., P.S,, A.T., A.C
Excellent condition. 292-1218. tfn
2 USED 10-SPEEDS. Call265-3292, 11/30
'67 DODGE VAN, $500.00. Dave, 217-5385. 11/30
'7 I HONDA, 350 CB, good condition, $400,00 or
best offer. 298-3602 after 5 p.m., weekdays, 12/1
ASSUME $7.00 per mo., color TV, new wurranty,
big screen, color tint controls, 255-7535, 12/1
LEAVING TOWN-KIRBY vacuum cleaner, brand
new I977. Assume payments of $7.47 per month, new
warranty, 255-7534. 12/1
WILL SACRifiCE EQUliY on Sherwood, Pioneer,
Sansui & Kenwood receivers, reel to reels, 8 tracks.
Hurry while they last. 255-7534. 12/1
LEFT IN LAYAWAY: Singer sewing machine
equipped to zig-zag, buttonhole. Not claimed, pay
$19.00 and take machine, 255-7534. 12/1
FULL SIZE MATTRESS, box spring, metal fra1ne,
cover, bedspread. Very good, $75,00, 2684813. 12/3
STEREO AT DEALER'S COST: Marantz, BIC,
Tenac, Shure, Thorens, Discwasher, ADC, Ce!estion,
Ultraphase, EPI, Cerwin Vega, TDK, Utah, Dual,
SA:E, Sony, AKG, and more at Stereo Wholesale,
607A San Mateo N.B. 256-7920. 12/3
MAMIY A C330 TLR camera body with 80mm f2.8,
55mm f4,5, and ISOmm f4.5 lenses, also acc.'s. Call
242-7145, ask for John. 12/3
PHOTO EQUIPMENT: Minolta XK w/AE finder.
Used less than 20 rolls. Severa11enses. Call292-2011,
294-0258. !2/3
.
DINETTE SET with leaf & four chairs, blue& white.
Excellent condition, $45,00, 881-5119 after
6:30. 1213
'HBRCULON COUCH, 7', matching love seat; 2
years old, $100.00, 88J-5119after 6:30, 12/3
REPOSSESSED STEREOS: a few Sherwood-SansuiKenwood-Pioneer receivers, turntables, cassettes & Strack recorders. 10 to 50% off 'til Christmas, while
they last, 255-7535. 12/3
DUE TO DIVORCE-brand new 1977 Kirby. Take
over payments of $7.47 a month, new guarantse, 2557534. 12/3
.
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in Jayaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag, pay $19.00
& take machine. 255-7535. 12/3
COLOR TV, big screen, color & tint controls.
Assume payments of $7.00 per month. 2557534. 12/3
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Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

EMPLOYMENT

I FOUND IT. You can, tvo, Ca11293-2000. 12/3
BANDS NEEDED for Sunday night~, Chelsea St.
Pub, Coronado Center, call between 9-11 a,m,, 8834605, Joe. 1213
CHELSEA ST, PUB: walt persons, and kitchen help.
Apply 9-11 a.m .. 2:30 to 5 p.m., Mon.-Fri.;
Coronado Center, 1213
'
PART-TIME XMAS HELP needed from Nov, 23Jan. 3. Graduate students only-must be over 21.
Apply in person, no phone calls, please. Save Way
Liquor Stores; 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Menau!
N.E. 12/3
NEEDED:.
student-age
personnel
for
evening/weekend jobs as contract photographers.
Call268-5393, after 6 p.m. 12/3
NEED FIVE PEOPLE part-time, $400,00 monthly.
Call 881-4585 after 3:00. 11/30
EARN UP TO $3000 per semester or much morel
Campus Reps wanted to post distribute for commission. Lines guaranteed to sell, Aggressive,
motivated persons. Few hours weekly. Send resume,
$2,00 for job description, info sheets, application
forms, postage & handling, Upon acceptance, receive
coding number, memb. card, work manual free. With
lirst weekly commission c11eck receive your $2,00
back. Write: Nationwide College Marketing Services
{NCMS), Box 1384, Ann Arbor, MI. 48106. ! 1/30

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Ride!ine... 265-9860.
{3!)3) 449,6670 at Intercontinental Travel Centre.
11/30
RIDE FOR TWO wanted to N.E. coast around the
beginning of vacation, Share $. Call Amy, 277-6259,
12:30-4:30. 12/3
NEED 2 HOUSBMATES next semester. $65.00, 1/3
utilities monthly, $25,00 deposit. 268-3694, 12/1

fl.

MISCELLANEOUS

I

I

---

WANTED: USED PINBALL machines. Any condition, old or new-working or not. 883-8679. 12/3

BEST UNM APARTMENTS. Large, nicely furnished and carpeted. Dishwashers, disposers,
security, UNM one block. 208-209 Columbia S.E. No
children, pets. $180.00, cali2S5-2685.
GENTLE-MAN, 22, needs two ladies to share three
bedroom S.E. house. No chauvinism. Dan 2563874. 11/JO
LUXURIOUS I-BEDROOM carpeted apartment,
beautifully furnished including two bar stools.
S19S.OO/mo., 3 blocks away from University. Call
242-1404 after7:00. 12/1
STUDIO APT.: clean, near University and bus, 2680504 or 265-6966. 12/2
FURNISHED 2-RM. apt.; stove, refrlg., 7th & Fruit
S.W. $105/mo. Call76S-4454. 12/3
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NEED 2 HOUSEMATES next ~emester, $65,00, 1/3
utilities monthly, $2~.00 deposit, 268-3694. 1211
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Prescription Services
for UNM Students
Student Health
Center Pharmacy

··~

,~,.,,

I
J

1

PATIENT RECORD SERVICES
NO SALES TAX

I
I1
I
I
I

Hours: 8:30am--4:30pm M-F

J

Secord Floor of Health Center

PHONE 277-6306
if you read this ad

Jt~,.._...~~~~~~~..-....-..:~~~~~~~~~~..-...,.-,...-..

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayH

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
-·-· - · times beginning
-, ·under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hali, Room 132
Mail To
U NM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

...

Enclosed $ _ ,_. _ .. Placed by ·---·- _• -· ·--- ~ ~ ...

··-- Telephone . -·- ... -·· ....

..

